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The Mother Nature
S.Koushik*
B.Com (Honours)
Subbalakshmi Lakshmipathy College of Science
Madurai

Here I sit leisurely
Beneath a tree shade
To embrace the solitude
And to adore the beauty of the Nature
Travelled down the memory lane
To recollect the delightful past
Without any deviation nor desperation
Yet with utmost determination
Here I took a deep breath
To stroll across the greenery
Just to feel the presence of Mother Nature
Who has nurtured me with care
Oh! The Mother Nature
You have an exquisite music for all
Those who lend their ears
To cherish the resonating rhythm of love
I would rather contemplate
On the beauty of the earth
Which find reserves of strength
That endures as long as life lasts
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Mind is nothing but a garden
Cultivated full of thoughts
Flowers bloom and spread its fragrance
In the garden of Virtues
And weeds would be reaped
In the garden of Vices
Desiring to dream
A life full of serenity
With the face brimmed with love
Leaving behind all miseries
Morning dew glistening on the leaf blade;
Sparkling rays of the Sun in the frosted peak
Unveils an enchanting view to this disturbed soul
Which is beyond words to describe
-------------------------*S.Koushik, born on October19, 2000 in Madurai in the state of Tamilnadu is a
budding writer and an ardent reader. He is pursuing his UG course in B.Com
(Honours) specialized in Chartered Accountancy in Subbalakshmi Lakshmipathy
College of Science. As he has vibrant speaking skill and update himself with
current affairs, he has won several prizes in Elocution. He is the son of Rajeshwari
and Shankar who is praised to be the Best Orator by his peer.
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